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摘要 

隨著經濟的成長，人民所得提高，生活品質提

昇，機動車輛數量亦隨之快速成長。車輛增多，再

加上開車時的各種環境、道路、及人為等因素，而

使得交通事故的件數及其所造成的死傷人數也相

對增加。因此若能有一些協助駕駛人偵測道路狀

況、行車狀況、及駕駛狀況等機制，提供各種道路

相關資訊給駕駛人，並提醒駕駛人，對社會大眾而

言，勢必多了一層安全保障。 

過去我們已發展了一個單眼電腦視覺偵測系

統，用於偵測及追蹤前車及道路線，分析前車與已

車的行車狀況，確保駕駛人的安全。在本研究中我

們改進了部份技術並增加了新功能，使得本系統擴

充成有十二項偵測及分析功能：車道線偵測、多車

道估計、虛實道路線分類、黃白道路線分類、單雙

道路線分類、己車方向估計、己車左右位置估計、

偏離車道警示、前車偵測、前車距離估計、煞車燈

偵測、及方向燈偵測。其中雨天的前車偵測與追

蹤、黃白道路線分類、單雙道路線分類、解決一般

道路路口無車道線的問題、和解決夜間駕駛路燈發

散現象問題是本論文所提供的。在雨天前車的偵測

中，我們以車子底部和輪胎深顏色的特性，設計樣

板並藉由樣板匹配來偵測前車的可能位置；去除樣

板重疊加快系統執行效率和增加執行效果。之後，

再利用車寬和車道寬的比例、對稱性、及區塊色彩

標準差來驗證是否真的是車輛。在道路線偵測方

面，根據所得到的道路線兩側位置，取出道路線中

線的顏色資訊，藉此區分黃白及單雙的道路線，再

利用影像連續性的觀念，記錄每張影像中道路線的

角度及截距，並且計算其變化程度並修正，藉此判

斷是否為相機震動或是遇到路口。而利用道路線寬

的觀念，來克服夜間駕駛時，因前車車燈或是路燈

產生的光源發散現象。 
我們以多種影像：晴天、陰天、多雲、雨天、

傍晚、夜間在一般道路及高速公路等影像，來測試

我們的偵測效能。平均前車偵測率達 94.5 %，在

Pentium® 3.0 GHz 的電腦上，12 項功能全部執行

的時間為 0.045 秒。從實驗結果顯示，我們的系統

可以在不同的天候及駕駛狀況下，即時且快速的偵

測前車及道路線。 

關鍵詞： 道路線偵測、車道線分類、前車偵測、

樣板比對、相關性 

Abstract 
Developing automotive driver assistance systems 

to alert drivers for possible collision with other 
vehicles or obstacles has attracted much attention 
lately. To achieve such a system, we use a camera 
mounted on a vehicle to capture road scenes for 
detecting the driving situation and environment. 

We had proposed a monocular vision system to 
assist the road driving for safety. In this study, we 
improve the proposed system and add new functions 
on lane and preceding vehicle detection such that the 
system consists of twelve functions: lane detection, 
multiple lane estimation, solid/dashed lane-mark 
classification, yellow/white lane-mark classification, 
single/double lane-mark classification, vehicle 
direction estimation, vehicle lateral offset estimation, 
lane departure warning, preceding vehicles detection, 
distance estimation for preceding vehicles, brake light 
detection, and turn signal detection. 

In this study, we detected the lane marks by 
searching the best-fitted parameters of a defined lane 
model on images, and we verify the results by the 
width of lane marks and the difference of the slopes 
and the intercepts in consecutive images. Preceding 
vehicle detection consists of two independent modules. 
In the first module, we utilize cast shadow and 
left/right borders of vehicles to detect preceding 
vehicles. In the second module, we use a template 
matching to extract vehicle candidates in the rainy 
days based on several templates generated from the 
images of tires and the bottom of vehicles. Following 
both modules, we use ratio of road and vehicle widths, 
symmetry, and gray-level variance to verify the 
candidate vehicles. 

In the experiments, the proposed system was 
evaluated in several different weather conditions: 
sunny day, misty day, dusty day, cloudy day, rainy day, 
and night. The average vehicle detected rate is 94.5 % 
and average processing time for executing all twelve 
functions is about 0.045 second run on a general PC 
with Intel® Pentium® 3.0 GHz CPU. From the 
experimental results, we find that the proposed 
approaches can stably detect and track the lanes and 
preceding vehicles in real time. 

Keywords: lane detection, lane classification, vehicle 
detection, template matching, correlation 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, the researches on autonomous guided 

vehicle (AGV) and Intelligent Transportation System 
(ITS) are more and more popular in many countries 
[1-3, 5-10, 12-14, 16-18]. The topic of safe driving is 
playing an important part on ITS. In Taiwan, more 
than 2,500 people die in the fatal traffic accidents per 
year, of which more than 70 % traffic accidents 
happen in bad weather conditions such as rainy day 
and nighttime. Based on the statistic data, we can find 
that the major cause is improper driving due to 
driver’s inattention and fatigue. In order to avoid the 
damage of traffic accidents, there are many research 
groups combining some hardware equipments with 
software technologies to develop a certain mechanism 
for adding more safety to vehicle. These researches 
were using variant equipments, such as 
millimeter-wave radar, supersonic radar, infrared 
image, CCD (charge-couples device) camera, etc. For 
cost and performance considerations, the CCD camera 
which operates in the visible spectrum band is a great 
sensing device. In order to help drivers understand the 
circumstances on road and driving situations, we 
provide an intelligent system for lane and vehicle 
detection in every kind of weather conditions. 

The proposed visual detection system contains 
twelve functions: 1. lane detection, 2. multiple lane 
estimation, 3. solid/dashed lane-mark classification, 4. 
yellow/white lane-mark classification, 5. 
single/double lane-mark classification, 6. vehicle 
direction estimation, 7. vehicle lateral offset 
estimation, 8. lane departure warning, 9. preceding 
vehicles detection, 10. distance estimation for 
preceding vehicles, 11.brake light detection, and 12. 
turn signal detection as illustrated in Fig.1. Items 1 
and 9 are improved in this study and items 4 and 5 are 
new functions. 

Lane detection and multiple lane estimation will 
support lane position information for other detection 
modules. According to the classifications of 
solid/dashed, double/single and yellow/white lane 
marks, driving environment can be recognized clearly. 
The vehicle direction is acquired form the lane 
direction. Vehicle lateral offset can be estimated by 
calculating the distance from lane to our vehicle. 
According to the driving habit, lane departure warning 
function can be set to remind us whether the vehicle is 
departed or not from the current lane. The driver can 
own the information about how many vehicles in front 
of our vehicle and those vehicle’s positions preceding 
are by preceding vehicle detection. Preceding vehicle 
distance estimation let driver know further if our 
vehicle is in safe range or not. Brake light detection 
and turn signal detection support driver to understand 
preceding vehicle’s movement [4, 11, 15]. 

We briefly describe the major parts of lane 
detection, preceding vehicle detection as follows: 

i. Lane detection: we build two second differences 
maps and use lane model to fit the lane. Next, we 
verify the detected result by the width of lane 
marks and the differences of slope and intercept in 
consecutive image frames. And we utilize the 
information of lane marks to judge what kinds of 
road we are driving. 

ii. Vehicle detection: vehicle detection is divided into 
two independent parts based on daytime and rainy 
day.  
a. Detecting preceding vehicle at daytime is 

achieved by using two features: cast shadow 
and left/right borders. We use vertical edges, 
horizontal edges and vehicle’s ceiling to do 
these purposes. Using cast shadow and 
horizontal edge are to search the shadow line of 
a possible vehicle. Shadow line and left/right 
borders are used to confirm the size of detected 
box. Then we use several criteria to verify the 
possible vehicle. 

b. Detecting preceding vehicle in rainy day is 
achieved by using template matching. After 
finding a detected box, we use the ratio of the 
width of the detected box to road width, 
symmetry and variances to verify the possible 
vehicle. 

iii. Vehicle tracking: we predict a possible position of 
a vehicle in the next frame and search the vehicle 
around the predicted position. If we find a new 
possible vehicle in the predicted region, we match 
the original detected box with the tracked detected 
box. If we consider two detected boxes as the 
same vehicle, we update the position, color and 
width of the detected box. 
In the last proposed method, we only detect the 

vehicle on the first frame, and track the vehicle until 
the system finished. In such a case, we would miss 
many vehicles in the middle way. So we here take 
more considerations; if one of the following 
conditions: (1) every 10 frames, (2) no vehicles in the 
image, and (3) the times that we predict the wrong 
positions are over 6 times is met. The system must 
enter tracking phase to detect vehicles as illustrated in 
Fig.2. Based on the strategy, the vehicle detection will 
be more robust. 

The remaining sections of this paper are 
organized as follows: Section 2 describes our 
approaches on the lane detection and classification. 
Section 3 presents the vehicle detection and tracking 
at daytime and rainy day. Section 4 presents the 
experiments and the results. Section 5 is the 
conclusions and future works. 
 

2. Lane detection 
In the proposed lane detection system, we utilize 

a consecutive RGB color image frames and a defined 
lane model to obtain some reliable cues for classifying 
the appearance of the lane marks, yellow/white lane 
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marks, and single/double lane marks. According to the 
shape and reasonable existing range of the lane marks, 
moreover, we support some obvious information such 
as the width of the lane marks and the differences of 
the slope and the intercept in consecutive image 
frames. Based on our lane detecting methods, we can 
already deal with highway or urban roads and 
overcome the different variations in weather, vehicle 
occurrence, and broken lane marks. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The diagram of the proposed detection system. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The system diagram of vehicle detection. 

2.1 The procedure of lane detection 
In this study, we generate positive and negative 

difference maps of the acquired images by utilizing 
the strong contrast between lane marks and road 
surface. By the observation, the lane marks in our 
road images always tend to vertical. In order to detect 
the lane marks accurately, we build two second 
difference maps by a 1×3 mask as shown in Fig.3. In 
Fig.4, we show the examples about the pixels with 
greater horizontal difference values which is meant 
that they are located at certain edges. We define a lane 
model 

   y = tan θ (x - b), (1) 

where θ is the slope of the line and b is the intercept 
of x-axis. 
 

1 0 -1 

Fig. 3. A mask for difference maps. 
 

  
(a)                   (b) 

Fig. 4. The testing images. (a) Original image. (b) 
Second horizontal difference map. 

 

After generating second difference maps and 
using a defined lane model, we can find that the 
fitting lines of the maximum and minimum 
accumulations in the second difference maps are the 
edges of the lane marks. The result is shown in Fig.5. 
Moreover, in order to find the fitting lines accurately 
and rapidly, we fix the position of camera to know the 
reasonable ranges in slope and intercept of left/right 
lane marks. Based on the restricted ranges, we can 
avoid detecting wrong targets such as wire poles, 
roofs, and eaves. After finding the fitting lines, we 
then execute our lane classifications. We show the 
flow chart of lane detection and tracking in Fig.6. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The result by accumulating edge pixels. 
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Fig. 6. The flow chart of lane detection and tracking. 
 
2.2 Classification of yellow/white lane marks 

We utilize the lane model to fit the left/right 
edges of a lane mark by maximum and minimum 
accumulations. After finding these edges, we obtain 
the color values and position information of the 
middle line between the left/right edges. By our 
observation, the color values of the lane marks are 
vaguer if they are closer to the vanishing point. In 
order to avoid the false results happening, we select a 
three-fourth length of the middle line from bottom to 
top as the detected range. We define that H is the total 
length of the middle line. The result is shown in Fig.7. 
 

 
Fig. 7. The selection of a detected range. 

 

As we define the detected range in the middle 
line, we can own the RGB values of all pixels fell in 
the detected range. In order to overcome the 

influences of different weather conditions such as 
sunny day, nightfall and cloudy day, we analyze RGB 
values dividedly for yellow lane marks, white lane 
marks and road surfaces and we take R and B values 
as our key cues. According to the analyses of RGB 
values, we can choose the candidates of yellow/white 
lane marks by two cues: (i) R color value and (ii) 
illumination.  

In order to make our method adaptable and avoid 
the interference of the dashed lanes, we extract a line 
parallel to the exacted middle line but with distance of 
D pixels as the red line shown in Fig. 7. Then we use 
the iterative thresholding method in the R color values 
of all pixels on the two extracted lines to find a 
threshold value named ThrR. At last, we extract all 
possible pixels on the lane marks by the criterion, 

if the R value of a pixel is greater than ThrR,  
the pixel is on the lane mark. 

For all pixels classified into the lane marks, we 
use the ratio of B to R to distinguish the yellow and 
white lane marks in all kinds of weather conditions:  

if B / R ≥ 0.9, the color of the lane marks is white; 
otherwise, the color of the lane marks is yellow. 

 
2.3 Classification of single/double lane marks 

In the step of classifying yellow/white lane 
marks, we have gotten the information of the middle 
lines in left/right lane marks. Based on our 
observation, the double lane marks always converge 
on the vanishing point and make us classify them into 
single lane marks easily. In order to form a suitable 
ROI for classifying single/double lane marks, we 
select a second half length of the middle line as the 
detected range. We define that H is the total length of 
the middle line. The result is shown in Fig.8. 
 

 
Fig. 8. The selection of a detected range. 

 

After getting detected range, we propose an 
algorithm to form a ROI for classifying single/double 
lane marks as follows: 
Step 1. Accumulate five consecutive lane marks       

from top to bottom in the detected range. 
Step 2. Get the middle point of the five consecutive 

lane marks as the center of ROI. 
Step 3. Based on the slope of middle line and the 

center position, we take a 40×5 parallelogram 

H 

3H/4 

H

H/2
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as our ROI. 
One example of ROI is displayed in a sky-blue 
parallelogram as shown in Fig.9. 
 

   
Fig. 9. The illustration of ROI. 

 

Based on all of the pixels in the ROI, we select 
three regions sized 3×5 individually in the ROI. In 
Fig.10, we name these regions as (LP, MP, RP), and 
then calculate the average R values for three regions 
individually named as (LPavg, MPavg, RPavg) and 
take the ThrR values of lane marks calculated in 
above section. The criteria are defined for double lane 
marks as 

LPavg - ThrR > 0 or RPavg - ThrR > 0, or 
|LPavg - MPavg| < 30 or |RPavg - MPavg| < 30; 

Otherwise, we classify the lane marks as the single 
lane marks. 

 

 
Fig.10. Three regions for classifying single/double 

lane marks. 
 

2.4 The judgment on the width of lane marks 
When you drive in the night, you can observe 

that it often occurs dispersible situation in headlights, 
taillights, and streetlamps. In order to avoid the 
interferences of dispersible situation in the lane 
detection, we use the slender property and it looked 
like a rhombus. The proposed method is as follows: 
Step 1. In Section 2.1, we have obtained the edges of 

left/right lane mark. 
Step 2. Fix three different height values (Y = 75, 80 

and 85) as our detected heights. 
Step 3. Calculate three width values (w1, w2 and w3) of 

the edges when Y is 75, 80 and 85. 
Step 4. If (w1+w2+w3)/3 > 5 pixels, we can recognize 

there are the lane marks indeed. Otherwise, we 
recognize there is a dispersible situation. 

 

 

2.5 The judgment on the differences of slopes 
and intercepts in consecutive frames 
Up to now, few papers study the lane detection 

on the urban roads or at night. The main problem is 
due to the complicated driving environments such as 
the intersections, pedestrian crossings and a parking 
ban area or in bad illumination. And the second 
problem is that cars usually jolt over the rough road, it 
makes our CCD camera shake easily. Without 
above-mentioned problems happened, we can obtain 
two properties as follows: 
i. The differences of slopes and intercepts in 

consecutive frames are small. 
ii. All possible and reasonable slopes and intercepts of 

left/right lane marks always fall into the fixed 
ranges. 

According to the properties, we propose a 
difference-judging method to correct the positions of 
left/right lane marks and avoid the wrong detection 
happened. The steps of our method are as follows and 
the illustration for analyzing left lane marks is shown 
in Fig.11: 
Step 1. Record the values of the slope and the intercept 

of first four frames in sequence named as (θi-3, 
θ i-2, θ i-1, θ i) and (b i-3, b i-2, b i-1, b i). 

Step 2. Calculate the differences between this frame 
and previous one, and obtain six difference 
values for the slope and the intercept named as 
(Di θ1, Dib1), (Di θ2, Dib2), and (Di θ3, Dib3). 

Step 3. Give the different weights (W2 = 2/3 and W3 = 
1/3) for four difference values based on the 
extracted time and propose the criteria to 
calculate the reasonable range of the difference 
for next frame. The criteria are defined as 

      Di_ran_slo = W2Diθ2 + W3Diθ3, and 
      Di_ran_inter= W2Dib2+ W3Dib3. 

Step 4. Calculate the difference values of (Diθ1, 
Di_ran_slo) and (Dib1, Di_ran_inter). If the 
difference is too large, we propose the criteria 
to judge and correct the wrong situation. The 
criterion is defined as 

      if | Di θ1 - Di_ran_slo | > 20 or  
        | Di b1 - Di_ran_inter | > 20, 
        θi = θ i-1 + Di_ran_slo, and  
        bi = b i-1 + Di_ran_inter. 
Step 5. Replace the oldest (θi-3, b i-3) by new (θi+1, bi+1) 

of next frame and Record the values named as 
(θ i-2, θ i-1, θ i, θ i+1) and (b i-2, b i-1, b i, b i+1). If 
the consecutive-correction times < 6, we 
correct these wrong situations and go to Step 1; 
otherwise, go to Step 6. 

Step 6. Reset the consecutive-correction time to zero 
and clean every value we recorded. In next 
frame, we restart the lane detection and go to 
Step 1. 

LP 

MP 

RP 
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Fig.11. The illustration of calculating the difference 
values in consecutive frames. 

 
3. Vehicle Detection 

In this paper, we provide the methods for vehicle 
detection, verification, and tracking. Preceding 
vehicle detection is playing an important part in 
advanced safety vehicle system. In order to obtain the 
position of preceding vehicles in daytime, we utilize 
the cast shadow, horizontal edge, and vertical edges to 
detect the preceding vehicles and execute vehicle 
verification and tracking. We can’t find the cast 
shadow definitely in rainy or cloudy day, it will make 
the vehicle detection failed. We provide the template 
matching for vehicle detection to overcome the 
interference of rainy day and cloudy day. First, we 
train the templates of the tires and bottom in the 
vehicle as our feature. Second, we build some ROI 
(Region of Interest) based on the results of template 
matching in the restricted ranges. Finally, we find the 
detected boxes by the suitable ROI to verify and track. 
The flow charts of vehicle detection, verification, and 
tracking are shown in Fig.12. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig.12. The flow charts vehicle detection, verification, 
and tracking. (a) Detection steps. (b) 
Verification steps. (c) Tracking steps. 

 
3.1 Preceding vehicle detection in rainy day 

In the rainy day, the scene is obscure due to the 
rain as shown in Fig.13. Under this condition, it is too 
difficult to detect the positions of cast shadow. If we 
fail to detect the cast shadow at first step in detection 
stage, we can not detect the preceding vehicle. In 

Frame i-3 
(θi-3, bi-3) 

Frame i-2
(θi-2, bi-2)

Frame i 
(θi, bi) 

Frame i-1 
(θi-1, bi-1) 

Detected time = i. 

… 

Weight:W3 
(Di θ3, Dib3) 

Weight:W2 
(Di θ2, Dib2) 

(Di θ1, Dib1)
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order to overcome this condition, we provide the 
template-based method. By using predefined pattern 
of the tires and bottom in the vehicle, we perform 
correlation between the image and the template to 
detect the possible vehicle step by step. Then we build 
the suitable detected box to verify and track. 
 

 
Fig.13. Rainy image. 

 
We find two properties to generate the template 

as follows: 
i. The tires and the bottom of vehicle are darker than 

the road surface, no matter what kinds of vehicle 
are. 

ii. The template contains a priori knowledge about 
vehicles: A vehicle is generally symmetric, 
characterized by a rectangular bounding box which 
satisfies specific aspect ratio constraints. 

Based on two properties, we select the bottom part of 
vehicle as the region for generating the template. 
Based on the regions we select, we translate the RGB 
color space into gray-level image and bi-level image. 
According to the analyses of gray-level image and 
bi-level image, we generate the vehicle template 
similar to the Π shape as shown in Fig.14. 
 

   

   

   
(a)          (b)          (c) 

Fig.14. The processes of template generation. (a) 
Original image. (b) Gray-level image. (c) 
Inversed bi-level image. 

 
After generating the templates for vehicles, we 

start to search the possible position for each vehicle. 
In order to reduce the computing time and make the 
detecting results correctly, we define the searching 
ranges based on the lane detection and the position of 
vanishing point. We divide our detecting frame into 
four blocks (A, B, C, D) as our searching ranges and 
design the templates in different sizes for individual 
blocks. If the preceding vehicle is farther from us, the 
danger for us is smaller. So we reduce the searching 
ranges according to the y-coordinate as shown in 
Fig.15. 

Based on the templates and the defined searching 
ranges, we use template matching to calculate the 
correlation values within each searching range. Here 
we use the normalized correlation (NC) to find the 
best matching position of candidate vehicle: 

   .
]]),([)],(),([[

]),()][,(),([
),(

2
122

∑∑ −−−∑∑ −

∑∑ −−−−
=

x yx y

x y

wnymxwyxfyxf

wnymxwyxfyxf
nmr
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Because we have already fixed the sizes of 
templates and searching ranges and just want to 
compare the correlation values, we utilize first 
formula to ignore the influences of scale changes in 
the amplitude and to reduce the computing time.  

In order to find all possible vehicles, we sort 
these correlation values from large to small. And then 
we choose first ten percentages of correlation values 
as the possible vehicle positions. The example is 
shown in Fig.16. 

 

 
Fig.15. The result of defining searching ranges (A, B, 

C, D). 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.16. The extracted images. (a) The position of 
maximum correlation values. (b) The 
positions of first ten percentages of 
correlation values. 

A 
B 

C 

D 
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Then we provide a method to build the detected 
box for vehicle verification and tracking. The steps 
are as follows: 

Step 1. We choose the maximum correlation values as 
our starting point, and record its coordinates 
(Xm, Ym). In order to overcome the 
interference of rear window, we search the 
suitable position along y-coordinate based on 
the position of (Xm, Ym) to check if there 
exists the lowest position of correlation value 
or not. If there exists the lowest position (Xm, 
Yms) of correlation value, we record the 
position as our suitable position and form a 
detected box in a fixed size for different 
searching ranges. If there does not exist the 
lowest position of correlation value, we record 
the position (Xm, Ym) as our suitable position 
and form a detected box in a fixed size for 
different searching ranges. 

Step 2. In order to overcome the overlap of these 
detected boxes and reduce the executing time, 
we reduce the correlation values fell in the 
detected box. And then we can obtain a 
detected box and remained correlation values. 

Step 3. We take the remained correlation values to 
repeat step 1 and 2 until all correlation values 
are calculated. 

The illustrations are shown in Fig.17. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.17 The example of finding a detected box. (a) 
Take maximum correlation value to find the 
most possible position. (b) Find a detected box 
by the most possible position. 

 

3.2 Vehicle verification 
In order to verify whether the detected box that 

we found is a vehicle, we use three criteria to check. 
Firstly we check the ratio of the width of the detected 
box and road width, secondly check the symmetry, 
finally we check the standard deviations of the 
detected box as follows: 
i.  (Wb > Wr /3) and (Wb < Wr), 

where Wb is the width of the detected box and Wr 
is the road width. 

ii.  Symmetry 

=
WH

yxWGyxWG
H

x

W

y
)),2/(),2/((

1

2/

1

2∑ ∑ +−−

− = = ,   (3) 

where G(x, y) is the gray-level value at (x, y). H 
and W are the height and width of the detected 
box. 

iii. VarC =
WH

myxC
H

x

W

y
c )),((

1 1

2∑ ∑ −
= = ,               (4) 

 where C = R, G, or B; VarR, VarG, and VarB are the 
variances of a detected box; R(x,y), G(x,y), and 
B(x,y) are the color at (x,y); mR, mG, and mB are the 
RGB mean values of road. 

If the detected box is met, add the detected box into 
tracking list, else discard the box. 
 

3.3 Vehicle tracking 
After executing vehicle detection and 

verification, we have already recorded the position, 
width, and color of each detected box. In order to 
detect the vehicles more efficient and reduce 
computing time, we divide the tracking stage into two 
key parts as follows: 
i. Prediction: we detect the vehicle at a predicted 

region and check if a vehicle is found or not. And 
then we build a new detected box. 

ii. Verification: we compare the detected box with the 
tracking vehicle. If they are matching, we update 
the position, width, and color of the tracking 
vehicle. Otherwise, we record the loss times and 
discard the tracking vehicle when the loss times are 
over three. 

For a moving object, we predict its new position 
as follows: 

ttVtStS ∆+=+ )()()1( ,                       (5) 

where S (t+1) is predicted position at time t+1, S(t) is 
current position at time t. V(t) is the velocity at time t. 
∆t is the interval time between two frames. 

If the vehicle speed up immediately or the 
position of the vehicle is not predicted accurately, it 
will make our system failed. In order to overcome this 
problem, we change this method which is forecasting 
the size of the predicted region. The predicted region 
is where we will detect vehicle. When the velocity is 
larger, the predicted region is larger and we will track 
two points the upper-left corner point and 

Searching direction

(Xm, Ym)
(Xm, Yms)
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bottom-right corner point of the predicted region. The 
extending searching region is listed as follows: 
i. We extend the size of detected box with index 

range that it is defined in advance for x coordinates 
and y coordinates, this index range is used to avoid 
the problem of the vehicle is speed up all at once. 

ii. According to the x coordinates for detected box at 
time t and t-1, we can calculate the new position for 
x coordinates. Using the same method to predict y 
coordinates.  

Our prediction of new position for a moving object is 
formalized as, 

Pred_range(t+1)=(xt – xt-1)
)(_

1

trangePred
xx tt −− , 

and 

Total_range(t+1)=Index range + Pred_range(t+1),              

where Index range is the distance we will extend the 
detected box, Pred_range(t+1) is predicted distance 
according to the xt and xt-1, Total_range is the range 
that we will extend the total distance.  

When we get a predicted region, we will detect 
vehicle in the region and to get a new detected box. At 
last, we will verify this detected box with old detected 
box. We verify vehicles in the detection step and 
tracking step both. 

After extracting a detected box, we use the same 
criterions in the detection stage to verify the box. In 
the tracking stage, we add a criterion to verify the 
detected box as follows: 
(| Rt – Rt-1| < T ) and (| Gt – Gt-1| < T) and  
(|Bt – Bt-1| < T),  

where Rt, Gt, and Bt are the RGB mean values of the 
detected box at time t. Rt-1, Gt-1, and Bt-1 are the RGB 
mean values of detected box at time t-1, and T is 
threshold value. The T value will be changed by the 
sky region that we choose in advance.  

Because of the variant weather conditions, the 
difference of the detected boxes will be larger. We 
take an example that the light will become brighter in 
rainy day, so we will give a larger value for threshold. 
According to the mean value of the sky region, system 
will choose a suitable value as threshold. 
 

4. Experiments 
Here we provide several experiments and 

comparisons. First, we introduce our develop platform. 
Second, we demonstrate the effects of detecting lane 
and preceding vehicle by several experimental results. 
Finally, we compare the experimental results and 
discuss the processing time. 
 
4.1 Developmental environment 

In order to develop safe driving system, our 

system must be reliable, robust, and real-time for 
variant weather and driving conditions. All algorithms 
are implemented in C++ programming language and 
Microsoft Foundational Classes (MFC) Library, and 
all experiments are executed on a general PC with 
Intel® Pentium® D 3.0GHz CPU and 512MB DDR 
RAM and Microsoft® Windows XP professional 
operating system as our experimental platform. In our 
experiment, we use the image size of video is 
320×240 pixels in RGB color space. 

In order to prove the correctness and accuracy of 
our system, we have tested our system on our 
experimental vehicle which runs on the highway and 
urban road with the velocities between 50 km/hr and 
120 km/hr, and we display the experimental results of 
real-time visual detection. Our experimental vehicle 
mounted the CCD camera is shown in Fig.18. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.18. Results of real-time visual detection on the 
experimental vehicle. (a) Near-view image. (b) 
Connected with an IBM notebook. 

 
4.2 Experimental results 

We discuss these experimental results in two 
tasks: 
i. Lane detection in eight different images which 

contain six different weather conditions is 
evaluated. 

ii. Preceding vehicle detection in five different images 
which contain four different weather conditions is 
evaluated. 
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We execute lane detection, the classifications of 
yellow/white and single/double lane marks in 
different weather conditions on the highway or urban 
road as shown in Fig.19. 

We execute preceding vehicle detection in 
different weather conditions as shown in Fig.20. 

 

  
(a)                    (b) 

  
(c)                    (d) 

  
(e)                    (f) 

  
(g)                  (h) 

Fig.19. The results of lane detection, yellow/white and 
single/double lane-mark classifications. (a) 
Cloudy image 1. (b) Cloudy image 2. (c) 
Sunny image 1. (d) Sunny image 2. (e) Dusky 
image. (f) Rainy image. (g) Misty image. (h) 
Nighttime image. 

 
4.3 Discussions 

The vehicle detected rates in different weather 
conditions for the proposed system are shown in 
Table 1. The #Frame is the number of frames in a 
video. #Car is the number of total vehicles appeared 
on the consider lanes. The Detected and verified mean 
are the number of extracted vehicles out of all 
appearing vehicles. The Type1 Error number indicates 

the number of vehicle which is appeared but isn’t 
extracted. The Type2 Error number indicates the 
number of object which is not vehicle but detected. 
The Detected rate is the ratio of appeared vehicle 
number to the detected vehicle number. From the 
results, we find that the detected rate is high in 
different weather conditions. The average processing 
time of every function in different weather conditions 
is shown in Table 2. 

 

  
(a)                    (b) 

  
(c)                    (d) 

 
(e) 

Fig.20. Results of preceding vehicle detection. (a) 
Cloudy image 1. (b) Cloudy image 2. (c) 
Dusky image. (d) Misty image. (e) Rainy 
image. 

 

Table 1. The Vehicle Detected Rate in Different 
Weather Conditions 

 Frame Car Detected  Type1/2 
Error # 

Detected 
rate 

Dusky 245 294 241 53/15 83.8%
Rainy 526 1778 1702 75/29 95.8%
Sunny 196 188 165 23/9 87.8%
Misty 375 132 129 3/6 97.7%

Cloudy 1 375 542 503 39/23 94.1%
Cloudy 2 466 1186 1155 31/14 97.3%

 

5. Conclusion 
In this section, we make some conclusions for 

our system and propose some suggestions in lane and 
vehicle detection as the future works. 
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5.1 Conclusions 
In this study, algorithms of lane and vehicle 

detection based on computer vision techniques in ITS 
are proposed for various major weather and 
illumination conditions on the highway and urban 
roads. We provide the features and the methods to 
detect lanes and preceding vehicles as follows: 
i. Lane detection: we build two second differences 

maps and use lane model to fit the lane. Next, we 
verify the detected result by the width of lane 
marks and the differences of slope and intercept in 
consecutive image frames. And we utilize the 
information of lane marks such as solid/dashed, 
yellow/white, and single/double to judge what 
kinds of road we are driving.  

ii. Preceding vehicle detection: Cast shadow, 
horizontal edges and templates are proposed to 
locate the position of a possible vehicle. Then, we 
use the ceiling and template matching to change the 
region of interest (ROI). We use the vertical edge 
and symmetry property to find the left/right borders 
of a vehicle, and then represent a possible vehicle 
using a detected box. After finding the detected 
boxes, we provide some criteria such as width, 
symmetry, and variance to verify the detected boxes. 
We track the possible vehicle to reduce computing 
time and use matching criterion to verify the 
possible vehicles. 

 

Table 2. Processing Time for Each Function in 10 -3 
Second 

 Dusky Rainy Sunny Misty Cloudy 
Lane 

detection 23.279 27.564 21.780 23.397 26.230

Solid/dashed 
lane-mark 

classification 
0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

Yellow/white 
lane-mark 

classification 
0.005 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.004

Single/double 
lane-mark 

classification 
0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.005

Direction 
estimation 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007

Offset 
estimation 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

Departure 
warning 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003

Vehicle 
detection 11.902 14.677 10.853 11.919 13.055

Distance 
estimation 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005

Lamp 
detection 7.875 7.996 13.349 7.502 7.733

Total time 43.086 50.267 46.013 42.847 47.049

 

 

5.2 Future works 
For the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), 

the computer vision and image processing have been 
applied in many aspects. So far, we provide a robust 
system of lane and preceding vehicle detection in 
most situations. We can use the results to alarm the 
drivers during dangerous driving. However, when we 
drive on curve lanes, we need much time to calculate 
the more accurate relation between our vehicle and 
the other vehicles. At night, we must find some 
significant features such as taillights, headlights, and 
templates to detect the preceding vehicles. If we can 
detect vehicles at night, our system will be more 
complete. All above problems are the new challenges 
in our future work. 
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